Eye-catching, award-winning interiors
Play the architecture game
Sun and shadow in four famous buildings
Now Cedar You Can Trust from a Source You Can Trust!

“Colonial to contemporary — CedarPro® does it all.
“I’ve used CedarPro® Select Knotty Cedar Siding for a variety of styles, and it always fits.
“Transparent finishes or opaque, vertical or horizontal applications. I can trust CedarPro®.

“And I can trust Canton’s the way I want my clients to trust me.” Michael Blood, President, Michael Blood Construction, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Project: Michael Blood Construction, Inc.
1987 Minneapolis Parade of Homes Entry & Reggie Award Winner

CEDARPRO
PREMIUM SELECT
KNOTTY CEDAR

CANTON LUMBER COMPANY
9110 - 83rd Ave. No., Minneapolis, MN 55445
Phone 612/425-1400
Available Through Your Retail Building Supply Dealer

VISIT OUR DISPLAY CENTER
We Know The Construction Business Inside Out.

For quality interior work, you need a company experienced in dealing with the special demands of interior construction. At Stahl Construction, we've completed over $25 million of interior finish work over the past 5 years.

So whether you need tenant finish work done in a new building or want to remodel existing space, Stahl Construction is the company to call. We'll work with you and your architect to make sure that the finished job is one of which you can be proud.

To get the inside story on tenant finishes, call Stahl Construction today.

The number is (612) 921-8900
Stahl Construction Company
8400 Normandale Lake Blvd.
Bloomington, MN 55437
Custom windows and skylights for over 40 years.

Distributed and installed by

W.L. Hall Co.

14800 Martin Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 937-8400
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All you hear about Wall Decor leaves you blank?

Wall Decor? you say. No problem, I say. I'm Drew Kalman, President of PS Decor. I have 3000 solutions to fill the blanks—the selections in the Past Tense" Scenic and Custom Collections. Imagine the impact of a larger-than-life locomotive rushing right at you? Or your own great outdoors—indoors? Got the picture? Fantastic!

Looking for 19th century charm or turn-of-the-century nostalgia, or the timeless beauty of Mother Nature? The PS Decor Collections match your imagination with the right tone your theme demands. Stuck for the perfect image and it's not in stock? Look to PS Decor to turn your idea into reality. Any size. Anywhere. Any time. PS Decor is your single source for wall decor. We feature Cibachrome® for brilliant prints and display transparencies, guaranteed for 25 years. We fill the blanks with museum-quality black-and-white photomurals, too. Mounting and framing add the finishing touch.

I've spent ten years setting the standards in the photo decor business. That means treating your project like a special order—because it is! That means photomurals exactly to your specifications. And following through to the installed wall.

Want to hear more? I'd like to fill you in about PS Decor. Write or call, 612/592-7741, for samples and exciting new ideas. At PS Decor, the sky's the limit . . . so far.

1718 Washington Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN 55411
Macalester opens new library

Macalester College in St. Paul has recently dedicated its new 69,000-square-foot library, a state-of-the-art facility that echoes the architectural character of its historic neighbor, Old Main. Designed by the Boston architectural firm of Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott, the $10 million, five-level structure sits at the center of campus and replaces East Old Main, the oldest building on campus before its demolition two years ago.

The library, which is designed to house up to 450,000 volumes, recalls the Romanesque Revival style of the other century-old campus buildings. Connected to Old Main via a breezeway, the building features sloped roofs, limestone gables, a rough-hewn limestone base and arched windows. The architects re-used decorative elements from the razed East Old Main in the new building. Terra-cotta tiles from the late 1800s, for example, have found a new setting in a fountain and plaza near the entry pavilion.

Inside, the library provides seating for 650 students, archives and microfilm reading and storage areas, and online catalog terminals on all floors. The book stacks on five levels surround a large central open space.

The college raised $15 million for the project, including $5 million for operation and maintenance.

Ellerbe goes to the movies

Ellerbe Becket has been selected by Universal Studios to oversee the design and construction of a new movie studio in Orlando, Florida.

The $150 million project is part of MCA Recreational Services’ $400 million Florida theme park development which is already under construction. Ellerbe will be responsible for turning dozens of movie sets, or “flats,” into working studios and creating a series of streets and metropolitan composites for general use in movie production. As part of the theme park, the set will be open to visitors.

The project team will be based in the Twin Cities with additional team members working through the Tampa and Los Angeles offices of Ellerbe Becket. The theme park/movie studio, scheduled for completion late next year, will occupy more than 100 acres south of Orlando.

Tweed cracks open the champagne

The Tweed Museum of the University of Minnesota at Duluth will celebrate its 30th anniversary this November by officially opening the recently-completed Sax Sculpture Conservatory. The two-story conservatory addition, designed by Damborg, Scott, Peck & Booker of Duluth, features a ceramic and granite tile exterior and an interior brightly lit by a skylight.

The $1 million addition, privately funded through the Sax Brothers Foundation of the University of Minnesota at Duluth, will allow the museum to expand its permanent sculpture collection. The entire museum had undergone renovation simultaneously with the construction of the new wing, which now provides the museum with nine exhibition galleries.

HGA on the go

Several projects by Hammel Green and Abrahamson of Minneapolis are pushing skyward in the Twin Cities.

Construction is on schedule for KTCA-TV’s new studios and headquarters in downtown St. Paul. The $10 million, two-story Minnesota Television is located in the historic Lowertown district across from Union Depot Place.

The 82,000-square-foot structure, being built atop a 900-stall municipal parking ramp, will house three production studios and the station’s 150 employees. It will nearly double KTCA’s present facilities when completed.

Along the riverfront in downtown Minneapolis, HGA’s addition to the main U.S. Post Office will reflect the streamlined detailing of the original 1933 Art Deco building. The 400,000-square-foot addition will span the back of the original.

Continued on page 60
Introducing AaCron’s Anodizing BREAKTHROUGH

AaCrotal™ is truly a proven anodizing service of a whole different color.

AaCron’s revolutionary new AaCrotal electrolytic anodizing coloring service produces finishes ranging from pale rose to deep burgundy. And this proven* anodizing service used in Europe for years is available in the U.S. for the first time. Now aluminum fabricators and architects have a beautiful new spectrum of colors to choose from.

AaCrotal, together with AaCron’s comprehensive anodizing services, creates a new dimension in application possibilities.

As with all anodizing services, AaCrotal can also be etched or polished for different surface textures. And with our 42’ tanks, among the largest in the industry, AaCron services can handle virtually any size job including large architectural projects.

Innovation, fast turnaround and complete service... an AaCron trademark.

For over 20 years, we’ve been serving aluminum fabricators nationwide. And if you’d like more information or samples of the breakthrough AaCrotal finishing service, or other AaCron capabilities, give us a call.

*Test results are available on request.

SEE US AT THE CONVENTION BOOTH 211

AaCrotal™, another first with AaCron

First to Finish

P.O. Box 41190
2705 Cheshire Lane
Minneapolis, MN 55441
FAX: 612/559-6412
612/559-9141
**Design, Politics & All That Jazz**
*Minnesota architects' and designers' exposition*
**St. Paul Civic Center**
**November 2, 3, 4**

A presentation on successful open spaces, a talk by nationally known architect Paul Kennon, and walking tours of St. Paul’s art and architecture will highlight the 1988 Minnesota Society of Architects’ convention. This year’s convention and products exposition, called Design, Politics & All That Jazz, incorporates the Minnesota Chapter American Society of Interior Designers’ “Designers’ Saturday” Show.

The three-day event opens November 2, with a presentation by the MSAIA honor awards jury. This year’s jury brings together award-winning architects Margaret McCurry of Tigerman Fugman McCurry, Chicago; Jean Carthian with Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott, Boston; and George Hartman of Hartman-Cox Architects, Washington, D.C. The jury will discuss their own work and present a short list of potential winners. Winners will be announced at the Honor Awards Banquet on Saturday, November 5.

The exhibit hall features more than 250 exhibitors representing both the national and regional building and design industries. Exhibits are free and open Wednesday, November 2 from 5:00 until 9:30; November 3, 4:30 until 9:00; and November 4, 11:00 until 2:00.

For more information, contact the MSAIA office at (612) 338-6763.

---

**Architects Tomorrow**
*Franklin D. Israel*
**Walker Art Center**
**October 30—January 8, 1989**

“Architecture Tomorrow,” a three-year exhibition program at the Walker Art Center, will report on significant contemporary American architecture. The series focuses on the accomplishments of young American architects whose work is original and experimental.

An exhibit of architect Franklin Israel’s work will launch the series October 30. Israel, in the tradition established by the Walker’s Frank Gehry show, has designed six wood and concrete pavilions especially for the exhibition. These pavilions represent many of the themes in his work. Models, drawings and photographs will be displayed inside—one pavilion simply contains six trees.

Israel was educated at Columbia, Yale and the University of Pennsylvania and held the prestigious Rome Prize in Architecture before he moved to southern California because of an intense attraction to the movie industry. He has worked as a set designer and art director and continues to design commercial and residential projects for clients in the film industry.

The series will continue with Thom Mayne and Michael Rotundi’s firm Morphosis featured in the spring of 1989; Todd Williams and Billie Tsien in the fall of 1989; Stanley Saitowitz in the spring, 1990; Liz Diller and Ricardo Scofidio in the fall of 1990; and Steven

Continued on page 62
CREATE A LASTING IMPRESSION

THE CONSERVATORY on Nicollet, Minneapolis
OLYMPIC PLACE, Minneapolis
LINCOLN CENTRE, Minneapolis

WITH CERAMIC TILE, MARBLE OR GRANITE

Dale Tile offers a broad range of tile and stoneware to meet every architectural and design need for both commercial and residential application. Choose from imported and domestic porcelain, lustrous marble, granite, unique ceramic and quarry tile. We pride ourselves on our ability to meet your special requirements. We’ll work with you to make your concept a reality - that will set your work apart from the rest for years to come. That’s why so many experienced professionals rely on Dale Tile for answers to tile/marble planning problems. Call for an experienced sales representative before your next project for quality and service that is timeless.

DALE TILE
Ceramic tile, marble and granite. Contractors since 1930.

Highway 100 & France Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55429
Telephone: (612) 535-3471
A garage is born

By Mark Hammons

Which came first, the garage or the gas pump?

For progressive architect William Gray Purcell, who wrote for *Northwest Architect* from 1940 to 1955, the answer was one of practical experience. He was around when the question first came up.

Writing in one of his earliest columns, Purcell observed that no other innovation of modern civilization had as pervasive and profound an influence on American architecture as the automobile. His own firm, eventually known as Purcell & Elmslie, was there when automobiles arrived in Minneapolis.

Their client was Henry G. Goosman, whom Purcell recalled as “a ‘Dutchman’ if there ever was one—short, round, bald and irascible.” Since the 1880s, the Goosman Palace Stables had been the leading livery in Minneapolis, but the proprietor “was wise enough to see the doom of his business in the rise of the automobile.”

In fact, Goosman had owned one since 1904, when he and his wife undertook what in those days was a perilous motoring excursion to Duluth. The trip required seven days of building bridges, fording creeks and getting unstuck from the mire of muskeg swamps. Apparently, he was convinced the future had arrived.

Back home, though he would keep his horse and buggy concern going until 1912, Goosman “was the first to set up a regular garage business other than those maintained by dealers in the corners of old buildings or in remodeled warehouses and horse barns.” To get the new-fangled job done, he hired the cutting-edge architectural firm then called Purcell & Feick.

By 1908, the garage (a word then strangely pronounced ‘gair-edge,’ obviously related to ‘carriage’) was ready to open its doors.

Or, rather, its door.

Since the whole purpose of the building was to service automobiles, Purcell & Feick made the entrance for the machines the most obvious and attractive feature. True to their own pioneering spirit as well as that of their client, they developed an automatic electro-hydraulic door lift. Manufactured by the Variety Fire Door Company of Minneapolis, the novel door was the subject of a magazine article which called it the “only door in the Northwest operated by water power.”

Inside, there were other innovations. A 30-inch deep and six-inch high ledge around the interior served as “a clean, oil-free area handy to each car for tools and temporary storage.” The curb had a very practical reason behind it. “In 1907,” Purcell noted, “autos had no bumpers. They banged against the wall when backed in.”

Meanwhile, there was a competitor who turned to the same architects.

In December 1909, the Electric Carriage and Battery Company decided to open a garage and dealership on Harmon Place that was solely dedicated to servicing the numerous electric automobiles then to be found on the streets of Minneapolis.

“Electrics were cars for ladies,” recalled Purcell, “and this business was an institution for ladies.” M. L. Hughes, the president of the company, “said it was the only all-electric garage in the U.S.A.—and no gas-driven car was allowed to drive in and contaminate the place, not even for the delivery of supplies.”

By 1910, when the building was being completed, George Grant Elmslie had joined the firm and lent his special flair for designing polychrome terra-cotta. Purcell found great joy in his first opportunity to follow through the process of making terra-cotta ornament.

A few weeks later after photographs of the clay models were approved and glaze colors chosen from sample por-

*Continued on page 72*
CALL FOR ENTRIES

The 1989
Achievement in Masonry Design Awards Competition

FOR THE CREATIVE USE OF CONCRETE MASONRY BLOCK OR CLAY BRICK BUILDING MATERIALS IN AWARD WORTHY PROJECTS.

COMMERCIAL, INSTITUTIONAL & RESIDENTIAL

Entries are now being accepted in The Minnesota Masonry Institute’s Second Annual “Achievement in Masonry Design” Awards Competition. Registered Architects, Builders and Developers may submit projects which employ masonry as the dominant building material, or feature masonry building materials in unique and innovative applications. Projects submitted must have been completed between January 1, 1985 and January 1, 1989, and be located within Minnesota. Award categories include: Commercial Build-to-Suit; Small Commercial; Large Commercial; Retail; Industrial; Residential (Single or Multi-Family); Institutional/Educational; and Religious. Categories of Outdoor Environments and Fire-Safe Construction have also been added. For detailed instructions and a complete entry kit, write: Minnesota Masonry Institute, 5959 Baker Road, Suite 370, Minnetonka, MN 55345, or call (612) 935-8267.

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES: March 30, 1989

Sponsored by The Minnesota Masonry Institute, Minnesota Concrete Products Assn., & Brick Distributors of Minnesota
WHAT YOU GET IS MORE THAN WHAT YOU SEE.

The real beauty of a skylight by Super Sky is that it is a total package:

- Start-to-finish responsibility, all under the direction of the factory.
- Highest quality materials in the industry.
- Financial stability of a manufacturer that has been in business for 60 years.
- 10-year warranty against defects and leakage.

If you'd like to see more of what you get with Super Sky, contact our representative.
It pays to look high and low for your liability protection.

No professional liability insurer offers you a broader range of coverage choices than the CNA Insurance Companies and Victor O. Schinnerer & Company, Inc. These choices give you greater control over your insurance costs by letting you more precisely match your coverage to your needs.

The chart shows two examples of the flexibility you have with CNA coverage offered through Victor O. Schinnerer & Company, Inc. CNA's flexibility accommodates all sizes of firms by providing the lowest deductible of $2,000, minimum liability limits as low as $100,000 and maximum liability limits as high as $15 million.

The stability of the CNA/Schinnerer program is unsurpassed. We've offered coverage to architects and engineers continuously since 1957. Your future stability can be assured by our financial strength and by CNA's A+ financial rating from the A.M. Best Company.

We also offer extensive loss prevention seminars, newsletters and other guidelines to help you minimize claims. But, if one should arise, we maintain claims offices throughout the country to help you.

Look high and low. You won't find a better quality professional liability program than ours. To learn more, have your independent agent contact Schinnerer.

"CNA/Schinnerer is proud to have earned the commendation of the AIA and NSPE/PEPP!"

Coverage for this program is provided by Continental Casualty Company, one of the CNA Insurance Companies.
objects of design

In time for the holidays

The cards are on the table. In this case, 56 game cards by 56 British artists add a colorful, sometimes whimsical, flair to the typical poker game. $12.95. And if a card game doesn’t weigh you down, then this paper weight (above, center) surely will. Imported from Holland through HP Designs of New York, the paper weight with black metal base and stainless steel silver bail is a slick, clean accessory for the office desk. $24.95. Source for all objects: Avenue, St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Two heads are always better than one, and now you can keep both of them dry with this double umbrella from Just Richard. The bold stripes come in several colors. $34.95.

Time is of the essence, and with this Art New Wave clock from Japan you can count the minutes and seconds on colorful hands against a black metal background. Made for Umbra of Canada, the quartz clock sits comfortably on any shelf or mantel. $54.95.
As the wind sweeps inland from the North Sea, little stands in its way except the homes on the rocky coast of northern Norway. The temperature is well below zero. And the wind makes the snow appear to fall parallel to the ground. All in all, it's a pretty normal day near Tromsø, Norway. A perfect day for H windows.

In a country where more than a third of the land is located above the Arctic Circle, H windows are prized for their warmth and ability to prevent drafts. In fact, the harder the wind blows, the tighter they seal.

What makes these windows good for harsh climates like Norway makes them perfect for places with milder climates. Like Minnesota.

A patented hinge lets you safely clean the outside of the glass from inside the house.

In addition to keeping your house warm and comfortable, these windows offer the kind of functional beauty you've come to expect from the Scandinavians.

For example, H windows are made with a patented hinge that makes cleaning easy. And cleaning is virtually the only maintenance H windows require, since their exterior is made of aluminum. Yet the interior is made of wood for warmth and beauty.

These unique windows are now being custom-made in Minnesota to fit virtually any style of architecture.

For more information, call Rob Roberson at 612-338-8517. Or mail the coupon. You won't find a better day to do it.
ROLLIN B. CHILD =
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At the edge of your imagination, fatigue dissolves into an oasis of pleasure. The Steeping Bath™ whirlpool, 5 feet long, 20 inches deep, and body-contoured for comfort. Shown here in Teal with Bravura™ faucet. See the whole line of Kohler possibilities at your nearest Kohler distributor or write Kohler Co., Dept. 000, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
Your Clients' Lighting Costs Can Drop As Much As 75%.

By combining NSP Lighting Rebates with more efficient equipment, your clients can save as much as 75% on business lighting costs.

Considering that lighting costs can account for 20% to well over 50% of your client's total business electric bill, that could add up to quite a savings.

The NSP Lighting Rebate Program offers three different plans covering installation of efficient fluorescent lamps, installation of efficient fluorescent lamp ballasts and conversion to higher efficiency lighting systems. Each provides varying rebate values and payback periods.

To find out how Lighting Rebates can cut the costs for your clients, return this coupon or call your NSP representative, Ralph Dickinson, at (612) 330-1910.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City State Zip

NSP Electric Marketing
414 Nicollet Mall (WS14)
Minneapolis, MN 55401

NSP
David Runyan: The client comes first

By Eric Kudalis

For David Runyan, the 1988 president of the Minnesota Society of Architects, slow but steady growth is the key to success. Fifteen years ago Runyan teamed up with Gary Vogel to form the Runyan/Vogel Group, and in that time the firm has grown to fifteen employees, "a comfortable size that allows Gary and me to stay in touch with both our staff and clients," says Runyan. As firm principals, Runyan and Vogel have final say over the design of all projects, yet they give the staff the responsibility to run jobs in project teams.

With a client's encouragement in the early 1970s, Runyan decided to leave Robert Cerny's architectural office and start his own firm. He and Vogel, an associate from Cerny's firm, opened an office in downtown Minneapolis, with Deluxe Checks as their sole client. The first five years were slow but work picked up in the late '70s as they developed a network of repeat clients and did more work for developers.

Some of the more visible projects include the Space Center for the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, a warehouse renovation in St. Paul, and Broadway Place in Northeast Minneapolis, its white facade and red columns a familiar sight to those traveling north on Highway 35W. Though their projects are small, their work is varied and includes suburban shopping plazas, housing, light industrial work and small office buildings.

Runyan doesn't ascribe to any particular architectural style or trend, instead he seeks designs that satisfy the client's needs. "David is a good listener and is responsive," says Leonard Wilkening of the Wilder Foundation, who has worked with Runyan on several projects over the past twelve years. "He remains flexible and works with you throughout a project."

Runyan says you must be flexible to design a building that is functional for the client. "There has to be more to a building than just appearance," he says. "A building has to work; it has to fit the site and add something to the community. Good design is affected by many variables and it does little good to force a design down the client's throat."

Architecture, Runyan says, is in constant flux as is it gropes for new methods to express the way we work and live. Some of this groping leads to misunderstanding, as with Post-Modernism, which Runyan believes is a trend that misinterprets our architectural past.

Early on Runyan expressed an interest in architecture, although the flat farmlands of Kansas hardly inspired high design. He was born to Methodist missionaries in Malaya and went to an English boys' school in India until the age of seven, at which time his parents sent him to live with an aunt in Independence, Kansas. In 1940, with bombs falling on Singapore Harbor, his parents set out for the States to spend a short time in Kansas before heading for England, where his father was stationed.

Continued on page 74
Vinyl
The Solid Window Choice

Rigid vinyl is the ideal window framing material. Unlike wood or metal, it never rots, corrodes or needs painting...and is a superior insulator, too.

Vinyl Therm custom windows offer you even more. More design freedom and time-tested performance in new and rehab projects.

Before you spec your next window, call Keith Larson — (612) 884-4329 — for a brochure and spec guide. See why Vinyl Therm is the solid choice.

The Creative Solution

Obviously...McCaren Designs

Interior Plantscape Design
St. Paul, MN  612/646-4764
THE GREAT WALL

History in the making...

It's an example of what can happen when your great ideas are cast in Gage Brothers Concrete. Almost unlimited design freedom.

If you can think it, chances are our craftsmen and engineers can build it. To your specifications. Economically.

The beauty and flexibility of precast concrete. Let Gage Brothers help make your project a monument of historical proportions.

Call 605-336-1180. Ask for Al or Tom.

GAGE BROTHERS CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.
CASTING NEW DIMENSIONS

4301 W. 12th St., P.O. Box 1526
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57101-1526
We're tickled pink...

...and speckled blue

...and forest green

Excuse our colorful language, but we're delighted with our latest, freshest colors yet. We've created our own color palate to complement the tasteful interior. It ranges from a spicy Cinnamon to a quiet Cream to an inviting Bayberry. Our mingled colors—Opal, Sand Bisque, Sea Mist, to name a few—excite the mind to endless possibilities....

Ours is color that won't fade, won't wear, won't quit. Crossville quality means the color runs through and through. And with colors as vibrant and subtle as these, how can you blame us for getting carried away?

KATE-LO INC  (612) 545-5455
Ceramic and Marble Tiles From Around the World

CROSSVILLE CERAMICS
Out-front in Porcelain Tile Technology
What happens when you have lots of ideas but no practical outlet? Six recent architecture graduates from the University of Minnesota solved that problem by forming ANARCH, a forum for discussion, question and design, an alternative place where they can come together after work on evenings and weekends to pursue personal, sometimes quirky, issues of design. The meaning of the name, which several group members interpret as an abbreviation for Another Architecture, is deliberately open-ended.

ANARCH's only built project is its own studio in an old storefront in northeast Minneapolis. It is an eclectic showcase of architectural ideas that highlight the group's concern with raw materials and the evolutionary process of architecture. Everything here is something you find at hardware stores or scrap yards, from two-by-fours to bowling balls.

The twelve-foot-high ceiling is an expressive interplay of contrasting materials. Sheets of aluminum framed in two-by-fours stretch the length of the narrow interior and arch to the center of the ceiling. Covering the other half of the ceiling is a fiberglass tarp, which is attached to the wooden frame with hinges and suspended across the ceiling. Hanging bowling balls pull the tarp taut.

The walls are discolored and rough, the result of yanking off old paneling and steaming off layers of wall paper. Work stations are wooden planks that pull down from custom-designed wall units, and the improvised kitchen is a screened-off nook in the back of the studio.

This is not made-to-order architecture. It's exploratory architecture that seeks new meanings of expression.

ANARCH's members from left to right are, Marc Asmus (foreground); David Malcolm Scott, Rehn Hassell, Susanne Dehnhard (second row); Helena Espinosa, Bryan Carpenter (back row). E.K.
It may look like an ordinary double-pane window, but there's more to this glass than meets the eye. What you can't see are the microscopically thin layers of metallic coating bonded to an inner surface of the glass. This transparent surface acts like a see-through computer to detect heat and restrict its flow through the glass. It even filters out most ultraviolet rays. What's more, High-Performance windows are 42% more energy efficient than ordinary double-pane windows during the winter and 22% better in the summer.

Andersen has taken this technology one step further for hotter climates and buildings with a western or southern exposure. High-Performance Sun window employs this special coating on soft, bronze tinted glass to reduce the sun's heat 2 1/2 times better than an ordinary single-pane window, further reducing glare and fabric-fading rays.

To find out more, call one of the Andersen Window Center Locations or the Andersen Distributors listed below.

INDEPENDENT MILLWORK, INC.
9420 83rd Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55445
(612) 425-6600

PACIFIC MUTUAL DOOR COMPANY
2655 Fairview Avenue North
St. Paul (Roseville) MN 55113
(612) 631-2211
The power of the moment tamed by the snap of a shutter. In a blend of magic and science, ProColor turns that moment into a powerful image. Whether you believe it’s art or technology, ProColor is in the business of bringing your image to life.

And ProColor has been giving life to images since 1978. Over the years, our dedication to excellence has earned us a reputation for quality, speed and consistency in custom photofinishing. Every ProColor employee is trained and nurtured by ProColor professionals: a process that assures our customers that every roll of film, every transparency, every negative, every job brought to us receives the same reliable, quality attention.

So go ahead. Let your creative ideas fly. Then bring your image to life with ProColor’s professional services: Photo Composites • Retouching • Reproduction Transparencies • Custom Color Printing • Black and White Slide Services • Display Graphics • Mounting and Laminating • CIS Scanamurals • And of course, “dip and dunk” film processing, the most dependable way we know to carefully process your film.

No matter what your need, ProColor’s quality and service always shine through. Because we care about your image.

We care about your image.
ST. THERESE CARE CENTER, Hopkins, MN

ARCHITECT: Hammel Green and Abrahamson, Inc.

BUILDER: OPUS Corporation

PRODUCT: Perma Shield® Narrowlines™ by Shaw Lumber Company

DISTRIBUTED BY:
INDEPENDENT MILLWORK, INC.
MINNEAPOLIS
(612) 425-6600
(612) 348-8000

BILL ENRIGHT, JR.
An inside look  Woody Allen named his most somber movie “Interiors.” But the interiors we present in this issue are far from somber. From the colorful lobby of Victory Envelopes to the playful offices of the Herman Miller company in Zeeland, Michigan, from the almost tongue-in-cheek studio of Twining Photography to the classy executive offices of the Ellerbe Group, the work of Minnesota architects looks surprisingly cutting-edge.

The editors of Architecture Minnesota chose three of the six interiors we present. We also present three of the four winners chosen by the 1988 interior awards jury—Anthony Tsirantonakis of Nine Square Design, New York; Roslyn Singer Brandt, principal of the consulting firm Barnes and Brandt and 1986 chairperson of the Interiors Committee of the American Institute of Architects; and Neil P. Frankel, head of the interiors section of Perkins and Will, Chicago, and 1988 chair of the AIA Interiors Committee. Their favorite, Our Lady of Grace Church in Edina by Hammel Green and Abrahamson, was also a 1986 Honor Awards winner and was previously featured in the January/February 1987 issue of Architecture Minnesota.

In addition to these inside looks, we take you inside the School of Architecture at the University of Minnesota. Four years ago, Harrison Fraker came from Princeton University to head the school after the 30-year tenure of Ralph Rapson. He has already made his mark. To bring you up to date—and to celebrate the school’s 75th anniversary—we profile the school.

In the course of researching this article, I had the chance to pursue a question I have long been interested in—how architects are shaped by their educational experience. We give you a chance to discover the answers for yourself by playing “the architecture game” on page 50. It’s admittedly tongue-in-cheek but based on actual assignments at the University of Minnesota School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture.

Good luck. We hope you graduate with honors.
Playful pastiche
Victory Envelopes seals a design-conscious image

For Victory Envelopes, Spaces Interior designed a spaniing white interior that is swept alive with bright colors, as seen in the entrance lobby (opposite). A cafeteria (above) recalls 1950s diners with its checkerboard floor and red and white wall banquettes. From the lobby (floor plan below), conference rooms play off a wavy outer wall. Office systems and an employee cafeteria occupy the main building, and a walkway (upper left of plan) leads to the plant cafeteria and beyond to the printing plant.

Printing is messy business, and printing facilities are often grim, odoriferous places that hardly inspire high design. Victory Envelopes, a branch of Instaweb, wanted to dispel such images by creating a contemporary plant that would project a design-conscious image.

The company hired Spaces Interior Design, a division of Korsunsky Krank Erickson of Minneapolis, to design the interiors of its new facilities in Chanhassen, Minnesota, a 200,000-square-foot building incorporating the printing plant, a warehouse, administrative offices, conference rooms and employee cafeterias.

Says principal-in-charge Stephen Lanak, "The company trusted us enough after several previous projects to give us design freedom."

This freedom converted into a bright interior full of splashes of color. The entrance lobby is bathed in light from the skylight. Here, as throughout the building, contrast is the name of the game, and the result is something that speaks more of an advertising agency than a printing company.

The walls are white, the floors a gray and white checkerboard pattern. Primary colors of the printing trade play off the white. Bright red chairs, a band of orange neon encircling the reception desk and a colorful, three-dimensional artwork on the wall greet guests.

Beyond the reception area are the administrative offices, with Herman Miller systems predominating. It is the common spaces, however, that offer the most pizazz.

The office employees' cafeteria recalls a 1950s diner. A checkerboard floor, red aluminum-frame chairs, red and white striped banquettes and hanging lamps are pastiche '50s. The plant cafeteria, in contrast, is less adorned yet equally invigorated by neon art sweeping across the wall in blue, red and green bands.

The designers did not overlook the printing plant itself, where the pounding machinery is the chief design element. Punches of color on the air ducts, pipes and columns unify the plant with the rest of the building.

Color and contrast is what printing is all about. The new Victory Envelopes plant and offices say that printing is also about good design.

E.K.
This is no liquor store. Rather, T. Burton Wines, Ltd., designed by Kodet Architectural Group, is a library for wine. Wines are organized by country of origin and then within each rack by variety and regions of the country. Handcrafted, custom-designed racks store at least half a case of each wine and properly display bottles at an angle to keep the corks moist. A library ladder provides access to the upper reaches. Even the plan, a model of simplicity and order, recalls that of a library.
Kodet Architectural Group's design for T. Burton Wines, Ltd., a wine shop located in the Conservatory on Nicollet, turns the typical notion of a liquor store on its head. Here, shopping carts, blue light specials and walls of coolers would be as out of place as in a library.

In fact, this elegant showcase for wine melds the climate control and storage capabilities of a wine cellar with the subdued atmosphere of a library. Store owner Tom Burton explains, "We wanted to reflect the tradition of British wine sellers where the customers get to know you and rely on your advice. Although the store offers the same pricing as liquor warehouses, we offer a richer environment."

The shop's exterior, says principal-in-charge Ed Kodet, had to reflect the up-scale image of the Conservatory yet retain its own identity. Maple and glass distinguish the symmetrical storefront from the marble and tile of the shopping center.

And while its location on the still relatively empty lower level of the Conservatory makes T. Burton Wines a destination shop, the open storefront is designed to attract the casual passerby. Through the window panes of the facade, special vintages are displayed like precious jewels.

Inside, a Zen-like simplicity reigns. Handcrafted, custom-designed maple racks divide the shop's long and narrow space. Not only do they store and display the wine, their arrangement creates nooks and crannies ideal for browsing. A cooler and liquor section are modestly hidden from view behind the cash wrap.

A small room tucked into a corner offers a private space for wine tastings. Separated by French doors that repeat the storefront's grid, it's a place to savor new stock or become initiated in the art of wine.

Although wall space has been reserved for art work, it is the wines—the glowing ambers and dusty mauves—that decorate the space. And that is perhaps the most telling detail of this shop's success.

The happy marriage of design and product—here the result of careful planning between store owner and architect—equals a quality retail setting. The design for T. Burton Wines, Ltd. achieves this balance. K.O.

Through the gridded glass and maple doors (above), it's just a few steps back in time to the tradition of the British wine merchant. Located on the lower level of the Conservatory on Nicollet, the wine shop offers an elegant, service-oriented environment. The open storefront resists flamboyance and lets the product speak for itself. And through more doors, a wine-tasting room (left) allows the perfect answer to the question, "How dry is it?"
A city at work
Color and symbols add whimsy to Herman Miller's offices

Color is the name of the game for the redesign of Herman Miller's administrative offices in Zeeland, Michigan. Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle of Minneapolis devised an interior that is defined by the "fat wall," a three-foot thick structure that gives permanence amidst the impermanence of the Herman Miller office systems. The fat wall (above) is a bright yellow to indicate the commons area. Color is also used to highlight the entrance to a new department, such as the red nautilus (opposite) above the entrance to the finance department.

The Herman Miller systems have been putting offices in order for half a century, yet the main Herman Miller administrative offices in Zeeland, Michigan were anything but organized. Administrative functions occupied a former manufacturing plant in which the office systems were arranged in a maze-like fashion throughout the cavernous, high-ceilinged plant. To put its office in order, Herman Miller teamed its interiors department with Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle of Minneapolis to develop interior architecture that would complement the systems.

"What the space needed," says Jeff Scherer, whose firm also had been studying the nature of the wall for Herman Miller, "was a sense of permanence and place, something the office systems themselves could not provide."

Scherer and colleague Tom Meyer introduced the architectural concept of office as city. Corridors become streets, departments become neighborhoods and individual work stations become homes. Serving as parks are communal areas in which the common functions of different departments, such as conference rooms, vending machines and copiers, are brought together, thus encouraging interaction between the departments.

Running throughout the space is the "fat wall," a unifying device that defines departments and creates permanence; while the office systems within the departments change, the wall remains constant.

The wall is idiosyncratic, as are the diverse elements within a city. On the corridor side, for instance, there may be a little niche carved out to display a small art piece, "just to have a little fun and add diversity and interest to the corridors," says Scherer.

While the fat wall adds permanence, color and signage lend whimsical variety. Above the doorway to each department is a sculptural element—a mountain, square, wave, nautilus, cloud or pyramid. Bright red, purple or yellow, the symbols have no pragmatic meaning except to indicate a new department.

With the redesign of its new administrative offices, Herman Miller has combined permanent fixtures with movable parts to create an arresting new environment.

E.K.
Corridors become colorful streetscapes

The entrance lobby (left), a kind of town square, serves as an orientation point for visitors and employees alike. The information kiosk contains a map color-coded to the different departments and also contains the various symbols for each department, such as the mountain, square, wave, nautilus, cloud or pyramid. The clock tower in the background, which serves as a focal point, was one of several specially-commissioned clocks for the facility. Inside the departments (below), the neutral tones are dictated by the Herman Miller office systems.
The interior is made accessible by cutting the space in half and grouping departments at each end (plan above). General accounting and personnel are on the right half, and customer service and corporate finance on the left half. The long corridors (left) seem less so because of the sudden bursts of color signaling a new department. The industrial-looking ceiling reminds one that this was once a manufacturing plant.
Classical spirit
Ellerbe Becket returns to its roots
The Ellerbe Group’s executive offices in the World Trade Center mark the firm’s return to its St. Paul roots. The architectural/engineering firm of Ellerbe (now Ellerbe Becket) originated in St. Paul in 1917.

As it expanded in the 1970s, the company moved into a spiritless corporate box in Bloomington. The fluorescent lights inside were about as uninspiring as the view of the suburban crackerbox developments outside.

The new offices, which house executive functions, human resources and marketing divisions on the fourteenth floor of the World Trade Center, are anything but spiritless. Here the view alone speaks of architectural tradition, with two of Minnesota’s gems, the State Capitol building and the St. Paul Cathedral, framed in the windows.

“We wanted an office interior that would reflect the traditions of the past with an eye on the future,” says project designer Ted Davis of Ellerbe Becket.

Classical detailing is realized in a formal, symmetrical entrance gallery. Coffered columns that arch across the gridded ceiling define the space, and dramatic lighting illuminates display areas between the columns.

The gallery culminates at one end with a custom-designed black lacquer reception desk and at the other with a model of Ellerbe’s unbuilt design for the Norwest Center.

Beige Kasota stone, indigenous to Minnesota, adds warmth and texture, with a rough finish for the column bases and a polished finish for the floors. Diamond-shaped tiles of Spanish marble and sandblasted stone accent the floor. But all is not carved in stone.

Glass and stainless steel add a high-tech look amidst the classicism of stone, as stainless steel blades cut through the center of the columns and a wall of glass opens the conference room to the gallery.

Because of the faceted exterior of the Trade Center, individual offices are often an unwieldy wedge-shape. “There’s something to be said for the rectangle,” says Davis.

Though Ellerbe Becket would like to design its own building, its new St. Paul offices are the next best thing: a striking architectural statement of its new design image.

E.K.
Because of the contours of the World Trade Center building, many of the offices are wedge-shaped, as with the office for the Chief Executive Officer (right). The gallery runs the length of the fourteenth floor (plan below). The conference room is adjacent to the gallery and directly across from the entrance door. To the right are clustered human resources and marketing divisions, to the left executive offices. Word processing stations are in the far lower left of plan.
The conference table is an impressive feature of the new office. Designed by Sandra Becker of Ellerbe and built by Elvig Design, the table of bird’s-eye maple epitomizes the richness and various textures of the office, with its smoky glass piercing the center, little black nuggets as highlights and contrasting darker wood encircling the table. The floor (below) is a combination of polished Kasota stone, sandblasted stone and diamond-shaped highlights of Spanish marble. The black lacquer desk recalls the starkly beautiful furniture of Charles Rennie Mackintosh.
With the help of Pfister Architects, a photo studio was born from an echoing big warehouse space. The award-winning studio boasts a strong plan and a contemporary image—both derived from sculptural elements that bring human scale to this 3,000-square-foot space. Functions are organized around a central T-shaped shooting area. Near the windows (above), the gray house-shaped darkroom connects to a full bath. The kitchen and client sitting area are up a few steps. "We wanted to minimize the walls that went to the ceiling to avoid a 'Grand Canyon' effect," says designer Soto Beltrandy. On the other side of the shooting area (right), storage areas take advantage of the fifteen-foot-high ceilings. Colors—gray, rose, teal and white—help define different functions.
Transforming a cavernous warehouse space into a photography studio without the benefit of expensive materials earned Pfister Architects a 1988 MSAIA Interior Design Award. The studio’s sculptural elements and playful wit have helped earn the client, Thomas Twining Photography, a contemporary and professional image.

With fifteen-foot-high ceilings, soaring windows and 3,000 square feet of uninterrupted space, Thomas Twining’s studio in the old Merchandise Mart building in Minneapolis needed much more than strategically placed chairs.

“The client needed to fit a large number of functions within the space,” project designer Sixto Beltrandy explains, “so the plan really drove the project. We wanted it to generate the aesthetics.”

The jury commended the project for its strong plan and “lyrical and intriguing interplay of parts.” A central T-shaped “shooting canyon” ends in a large white wall. On either side of the shooting area, arches, walls and enclosed spaces within the larger space designate functions. A private office and conference room, kitchen, and client sitting area face the windows. Storage areas, workroom, makeup and production areas are grouped on the other side.

Form and color define the different functions. “The darkroom’s shape and placement was the design’s inspiration point,” says Beltrandy. With its peaked roof, the darkroom looks like a little gray house. The kitchen and client sitting area are on a raised platform and divided from the shooting area by a white sculptural wall with three inset windows. Storage areas and a workroom take advantage of the fifteen-foot-high ceiling and are the only areas contained within walls that go to the ceiling.

Parallelogram arches demarcate passageways and bring human scale to the former warehouse space. Painted bright blue, the arches mark the entrance into the shooting area and separate private office space from the conference area.

Although it may look arbitrary, there is an order to this well modulated space. Completed for about $20 a square foot, the interior architecture exemplifies the power of form, not material. The only thing missing? Principal-in-charge Peter Pfister suggests...a token piece of marble.

K. O.
More than mahogany
A state-of-the-art boardroom for Blue Cross & Blue Shield

Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Minnesota presented The Alliance with a challenge: combine cutting edge audio-visual capabilities with a conservative image in a new boardroom. The designers responded with materials such as mahogany and etched glass to fend off a high-tech image. Two existing red brick mechanical shafts (represented on the plan below by circles) dictated the boardroom's placement and warm palette. A corridor runs the length of the remodeled 70,000 square feet. A kitchen and pantry, also part of the remodeling, nestle behind the boardroom. The remodeled area is separated from its 1970s environs by a glass and mahogany window wall sets off the space from the rest of the building. Behind it is the boardroom, “a self-contained world within another world,” as designer Ron May describes it.

Here is a sense of quality at every turn: Mahogany covers the walls, brass accents the doors and walls, and custom-designed wool carpeting with a marble border is underfoot. In awarding the project a 1988 MSAIA Interior Design Award, the jury commended the consistent detailing and use of materials in the boardroom.

The corners of the square room are rounded off to provide good sight lines to the projection screen from every seat. Commanding the space is the arena-shaped boardroom table, designed by May. Made of mahogany, it offers just under three feet of desk space for each board member. The soffited ceiling reflects the shape of both the table and room.

Like all good corporate Minnesotans, Blue Cross & Blue Shield officials would hesitate to call their newly remodeled space luxurious. But in their boardroom, quality has paid off—with a 1988 MSAIA Interior Design Award.

K. O.
Quality is the byword in the boardroom. The table's control panel hints of the boardroom's high-tech capabilities: slide and video rear screen projection; computer linkage to both the video system and overhead projection; and a sophisticated voice reinforcement system. But the massive mahogany table, leather chairs, wool carpeting and mahogany paneling are firmly grounded in corporate conservatism. A blue neon tube articulates the ceiling's soffit and offers a soft glow of supplementary light.
Portrait of a school in forward gear
Where Harrison Fraker leads, students follow
By Linda Mack

The Architecture building at the University of Minnesota stands as stolidly as it did when first built in 1960. Collegiate Modern, it might be labeled, and its square form, flat roof and brick exterior give no hint that architecture is anything more than a pragmatic profession.

But inside those uninspiring doors a new sense of architecture as an intellectual discipline is taking root—and growing so fast it can barely be contained in those impassive four walls.

In his almost four years as head of the School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture, Harrison Fraker has built on the strong foundation laid by his predecessor Ralph Rapson, shored up weak spots and created new structures to enrich the education of Minnesota’s architecture students. These changes may soon become tangible in an addition and renovation of the school which will both express the new spirit and allow it to grow.

The foundation laid by Ralph Rapson was both firm and firmly in the Modernist tradition. Rapson came to Minnesota in 1954 as a brilliant young designer and teacher and in his thirty years as head, the school gained a national reputation. Minnesota students were sought after from Boston to San Francisco. They could draw, produce good buildings under the pressure of time, and make a significant contribution to their firms.

If they were not leading the profession to new design or theoretical breakthroughs, that was not surprising. Minnesota is a state school, does not have a Ph. D. program, and most of its 250 bachelor of architecture students enter from high school rather than after college. (Most of the 50 masters of architecture students enter after college.) Still, the Higher Education Council has consistently ranked the school in the top ten in the nation, along with non-state schools such as Harvard, Princeton, Yale and Cornell.

Minnesota’s pragmatic approach to architecture was not surprising either. The majority of people teaching at the school were part-time professors with active architectural practices rather than full-time professors. The use of practicing architects, a scheme which allowed Rapson to best utilize his woefully small budget, fostered an interrelationship between the school and the profession that bordered on the incestuous.

When Fraker, a 42-year-old Princeton professor, was selected as the new head in 1984, fears were rife that he would come from the academic East and wipe away that system. He has, instead, redressed the balance. “The mix was 65 percent part-time to 45 percent full-time; now it’s 65 full-time to 45 part-time,” says Fraker. “And the number of practitioners teaching—25—is still higher than the sixteen full-time faculty. I’m committed to maintaining that mix. At the same time we need enough full-time faculty to create a critical intellectual mass and to carry the burdens of academic administration.”

Fraker is well on the way to achieving that critical mass. Within two years of his arrival, he hired Joseph Burton and Leon Satkowski to teach architectural history; Mary Alice Dixon Hinson to teach theory; and Susan Ubbelohde to teach building technology—all areas that needed strengthening. Another
A "visual" school gains intellectual ground

person in building technology will give two in each area—the number Fraker sees as essential. In addition, resources from other parts of the university are being used: professors from humanities, art history and classics are teaching courses for architecture students.

But the heart and soul of architectural education at Minnesota remains the design studio, a four-year series of problem-solving classes which under Rapson’s rule became the formative experience. From day one of architecture school to the final thesis presentation, students’ lives revolve around “studio.”

There they are assigned problems that force them to learn architecture by doing. The story of the first day of studio is legendary: the critic (as the professor is called) stalks into the room, tells students they have one week to design a symbol of hope using one piece of paper and no fasteners, and stalks out. “Such assignments teach you how to abstract form,” says Peter Rand, co-executive vice-president of the Minnesota Society of Architects. “The trick is not to find the right answer, because there is no one right answer. The trick is to find a process that makes sense.”

To solve a design problem that has an almost infinite variety of solutions, students start to grope toward some set of ordering principles that lead to one solution over another. The principles might be historical (How have symbols of hope been conveyed in the past?), structural (How am I going to hold this together?) or experimental (How can I represent hope in a new way?), among others. The solutions, of course, are drawings or models not essays or reports.

“We're a visual school,” comments Dale Mulfinger, co-director of graduate studies. “That's what the emphasis on design studio means.” “We teach a body of knowledge, but not primarily a body of knowledge,” elaborates Susan Ubbelohde. “We teach a way of understanding and viewing the world that is visual, not verbal. It’s like what happens when you learn to read—a whole new world opens up. You see the world visually.”

For Fraker, “the design studio is the heart and soul of the school and I wouldn’t have it any other way.” He has strengthened the studio experience by re-ordering the first, third and fourth years. The second year, professor James Stageberg’s famous set of seven projects designed as in an architectural office, has remained the same.

“We analyzed what was being taught in each quarter, and how it was being taught,” says Fraker, “and found that some issues and approaches were being missed. We found four studio models: the practice model; the research model; the architecture as language model; and the architecture as issues model. We now introduce the students to all four models in the first two years and then let them explore some in greater depth in years three and four. With some further adjustments in the studios, students will have a comprehensive and integrated educational experience.”

The proof of this change is in the pudding. Students graduating last year showed more experimental approaches to their thesis projects. For example, Kenneth Potts took a symbol—a time-piece—rather than a building site as the starting point for his project; Helena Espinosa created a new monastic order of beekeepers and designed a monastery complex; and Geoff Warner designed a motel in the desert because he would not be bound by precedents for such a building type.

At the same time that this core experience of architecture school has been enriched, Fraker has encouraged new initiatives in architectural research. The Regional Daylighting Center researches the use of daylighting, pursuing such topics as energy use in Minnesota buildings and the psychological advantages of daylight. The Minnesota Cold Climate Building Research Center, which has the appropriate acronym MnBRC, focuses on the development of improved technologies for building design and fabrication in cold climates.
The new Center for Urban Design, whose director William Morris arrived in September, will explore issues facing the cities and small towns of Minnesota and the Upper Midwest. Fraker sees the center as an important opportunity for the school to serve the community. It also has been a catalyst for community involvement in the school—it was funded with a $2.3 million endowment from the Dayton Hudson Foundation.

All these new structures give students greater opportunity to pursue individual interests. The programs also enhance the positions of faculty who are full-time academics as well as attracting research funds from outside the university. “The school’s operating budget minus salaries now is $44,000. Only $4,000 more than when I came four years ago,” says Fraker. “But this year we will spend $1 million in research funds from outside the university.”

Another healthy part of the financial picture is alumni contributions, which last year added $75,000 for visiting lecturers, exhibitions, the alumni newsletter, publication of student works, conferences and faculty travel. “Unlike other areas of the country,” says Fraker, “the architectural community has a sense of involvement in the school.”

Fraker has fostered that sense of involvement and extended it beyond the architectural community. He has actively sought support of the school’s Advisory Board, which gives the school vital links to architectural firms, construction suppliers, and the Society of Architects. He is also a known entity among the business and social elite, a position his recent residential commission for the Whitney family will enhance. It all translates into a new clout that is wielded with a most diplomatic sword.

Two developments show how far Fraker has moved the school forward in less than four years—a blink of an eye in the bureaucratic time of the University of Minnesota.

This June the Board of Regents agreed to allow the School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture to take steps to become a college within the university. Rather than being a department within the Institute of Technology, as it now is, the school would become a college with status equal to that of the college of liberal arts, law or agriculture.

“We would be one of the smaller colleges,” says Dale Mullfinger, who worked for this change, “but we would have significantly more control over our own destiny.” Fraker would become a dean rather than a department head, and report directly to a vice-president of the university. Architecture and landscape architecture and urban design would form the core disciplines. In the future, interior design might be included. The potential is for a more comprehensive, fully integrated education for every architecture and landscape architecture student.

The enormous potential of this change can only be realized, however, if the physical setting changes as well. Landscape architecture must be moved from its scattered quarters on the St. Paul campus. The Urban Design Center, the Minnesota Cold Climate Research Center, the environmental behavior, daylighting, and technology transfer programs need room for studios, laboratories and offices.

Again, clout worked. The 1987 Minnesota Legislature funded the design of a 62,000-square-foot addition and complete renovation of the architecture building. The team of Ellerbe Becket of Minneapolis with Steven Holl Associates of New York was selected and the design process is underway.

The accomplishment of both of these initiatives despite the turmoil created by the controversy over Commitment to Focus and the resignation of university president Kenneth Keller was no small achievement.

By Christmas, a new image for the School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture will be emerging. With funding for construction by the legislature next year, work could begin in the spring of 1990.

Meanwhile, Fraker and the architecture faculty continue to discuss how to produce professionals who are grounded in the discipline of design and also have a broad and serious enough education to lead the profession in new directions. With the foundation secure, and bricks and mortar for a larger program in the offering, what is the next step? Down the line there are plans for the School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture to offer a Ph. D.
The Players

College Graduate

Start

Your first design assignment: Design a gastronomic garden for an Italian tenor.

Mollie

First Year Courses

Colleg*

Graduate

High School Graduate

Technical School Graduate

Start

Go to design studio. Panic! Skip a turn.

Draw a beautiful watercolor in color class. Take two turns.

Take structural course. Drop your first brick. Skip turn.

Bridges & Buildings

Play the game of Minnesota's architecture school

Bob

Joe

Decide to go into teaching and do to others what your teachers have done to you.

Receive a Bachelor of or a Master of Architecture degree.

Become a drone in fifteen consecutive office situations.

Get a job in the firm you worked for in the summer. Starting salary, now on your way to the big time!

Lump sled one thousand dollars and in the address office. Need more work in the big time!
Fourth Year Courses

Make a sound machine based on Greek architecture. Get rave reviews from jury. Take three turns.

Stay in game and continue or give up architecture and go to life.

Your balsa wood bridge holds the most bricks in structural design class. Take three turns.

Fail to understand how heating systems work. Skip one turn.

Second Year Courses

Enter James Stageberg's famous design studio. Learn about deadlines. Skip two turns.

Advance one quarter. Try a design studio for a change of pace.

Third Year Courses

Design a school or arts center.

Design a building of your own choosing. Win a competition. Either stay in game or leave school with an architectural degree and a job. Go to Europe or China.

Advance one quarter. You've built a house! Take architectural practice with a focus on the building profession.

Fourth Year Courses

Do a master's program. Get a higher degree. Stay in the marketing business. Design a club or design studio. Take a summer job. Get a professional practice. Become a professor.
And there was light
The play of sun animates space, from Landmark Center to IDS

Neither the Romanesque arches nor the loadbearing walls of Landmark Center's Richardsonian exterior suggest the luminous volume within. The dynamic daylight of the full four-story courtile completed in 1906 was revealed for the first time in the 1979 renovation by Winsor Fancy Architects and Stahl/Bennett Architects. The old post office work room originally occupied the bottom of this internal court, separated from the offices above by a curved glass ceiling which filtered daylight from above for mail sorting. With the removal of this ceiling, the constantly changing daylight creates a dramatic public space for the city of St. Paul. Designed by Willoby J. Edbrook, 95 Fifth Street, St. Paul.
By Susan Ubbelohde

Before incandescent light bulbs were widely used in the 1890s, building occupants were essentially dependent on daylight for illumination. So all rooms would have access to light and ventilation from the outside, building depths were kept narrow. In buildings with exterior bearing walls, such as the Landmark Center, only small windows could be punched in the building skin.

The decade of the 1890s produced large changes in building technology. Ironically, incandescent bulbs were extremely inefficient and produced a great deal of heat for the illumination provided. The larger window openings made possible by the structural steel frame could exhaust this heat, but also delivered more daylight to the interior and reduced dependence on the electric lighting system. As a result, daylight continued to be an essential method of building illumination after 1900.

This balance of daylight and electric light would remain essentially the same until the introduction of the fluorescent bulb and air conditioning in the late 1930s. Architectural theory and fashion, however, continued to evolve. In the '20s and '30s, the architects developing the International Style equated sunshine and daylight with physical and mental health. Building walls made of large glass sheets would bring sunlight to the building interior. Looking back on this period, LeCorbusier wrote in 1947, "Steel and reinforced concrete led to the open plan; the open plan led to the non-bearing facade; the non-bearing facade led to the glass skin. It was a natural, inevitable evolution."

But many who were building in Minnesota did not see the inevitability so clearly. Art Deco offered a welcome alternative for local men of business and industry. Introduced in the 1925 Paris Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels Modernes, this eclectic style used futuristic forms and
Light or lack thereof—used for dramatic effect

Visual evaluation of grain for quality and price still takes place under natural daylight in the 1902 Grain Exchange building in Minneapolis. In spite of technical progress in electrical light sources since the turn of the century, the color rendering available with daylight remains necessary for judging the quality of some products. The early use of a steel frame structure in this building frees the exterior walls from bearing the building loads and allows large window areas to illuminate the interior, including the trading pit in the Exchange. Formerly the Chamber of Commerce, designed by Kees and Coburn. Renovation by MacDonald and Mack Partnership, 400 Fourth Street South, Minneapolis.

motifs while being firmly rooted in the Beaux-Arts traditions of building massing, ornament and color. Lighting in the office towers illustrates the desire for change bound by existing building technologies. The office floors, such as the 80-foot by 80-foot floors of the Dain Tower in Minneapolis, relied on windows for light and air. The public rooms such as the lobby, however, borrowed heavily from the chiaroscuro of the theater. Daylight was excluded to create a totally controlled experience—a world of mystery in which streamlining and industrial ornament announced the technological future.

In the 1940s, with the more efficient fluorescent lights and large-size air conditioners, interiors were no longer dependent on windows for light and air. Building depths increased and windows were tinted and sealed.

Wide scale application of these two technologies in the 1950s and 1960s led to a scarcity of memorable public rooms in Twin Cities’ buildings. In the early ’70s, the IDS Center and the Hennepin County Government Center were the first to reintroduce daylight. This time, however, daylight was brought into the lobbies, which once again acted as major urban spaces. While the large office floors above consume tremendous energy in lighting and refrigeration, the public spaces have learned the wisdom of Louis Kahn: “Artificial light is a single, tiny, static moment in light and is the light of the night and can never equal the nuances of mood created by the time of day and the wonder of the seasons.”

Susan Ubbelohde is an associate professor at the University of Minnesota School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture and co-director of the Regional Daylighting Center. She worked with photographer Karen Melvin to document original lighting schemes in Twin Cities buildings. One building from each decade, from 1890 to the present, was selected. We have featured four.
The Art Deco lobby of the 1929 Dain Tower in Minneapolis heightens the sensory experience by excluding daylight entirely. Polished terrazzo floors with ornamental brass stars and crescents, Fossgreynelle marble walls and ornamental nickel elevator doors reflect light from the original tubular fixtures covered with frosted and etched glass. The darkness and reflections create a room of wonder and surprise while the recessed lighting, the aviation motifs in the ornament and the "Wings" sculpture express the exhilaration of a new world of science and industry. Formerly the Rand Tower, designed by Holabird and Root, 527 Marquette Avenue, Minneapolis.
MAJOR DISTRIBUTORS OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

SEALANTS & WATERPROOFING
Tremco • G.E. Silicone • Chemstop Waterproofing

ARCHITECTURAL PANELS
Weyerhaeuser Panel 15 • Masonite
Flame Test • Stonecast • Senergy
Wall Systems • Petrarch and Fasset
• Stenni • Stennex

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM MOLDING
Mill Finished • Custom Painted and Anodized

MARVIN MAGNUM SERIES
Commercial Design Windows for New Construction
• Retrofit • Historic Preservation

2045 Bellevue St., Green Bay, WI 54306 (414) 568-8588
12030 W. Silver Spring Rd., Milwaukee, WI 53225 (414) 464-8550
4802 Park Glen Rd., St. Louis Park, MN 55416 (612) 926-3656

(800) 792-3504 • Ext. 391
There is no equal.
A fine finish  The first thing visitors do on entering the Ellerbe Group's St. Paul offices, says architect Ted Davis, is walk over and touch the gallery columns. Throughout the offices finishes and custom furnishings fashioned from provocative materials invite closer examination. The conference table, designed by Ellerbe’s Sandra Becker and crafted by David Elvig, exemplifies the theme of dramatic detailing. Inside a bullnosed maple border, inlaid strips and medallions of abachi, ebony and cherry set off the bird's-eye maple top. A central stripe of dark blue glass can be subtle or dazzling depending on the light. Materials in the table are repeated in countertops and tables in other office spaces. Architects deal in scales ranging from vast to more intimate. At this most fine-grained level, our senses are challenged by tactile as well as visual clues. That challenge has been met in a rich new workplace full of beguiling details and loving touches.

Bill Beyer

At first glance, the gallery columns appear to be the same brown marble as the floor accent tiles. A closer look suggests soft leather. One touch tells, but doesn’t tell all. The faux finish was created by artist Elise Kinkead with two painted layers over the primed gypsum board surface. The second layer, massaged with sponges and crinkled wax paper to obtain the variegated pattern, is protected by a final coat of clear lacquer.
What do you call someone who uses the floor to heat their home?

Smart. Very smart. Because there's no more logical way to heat a home than with the revolutionary Infloor® Heating System.

The concept is simple: Hot water tubes or electric heating cables are laid out on the subfloor and then embedded in Gyp-Crete 2000® Infloor Blend. a flowable floor underlayment. The system warms the underlayment, which gently radiates heat into the room.

It's clean, efficient and unsurpassed in comfort. There's no moving air to create drafts or stir up dust.

Just pleasantly warm floors silently radiating heat. And with Infloor, there are no baseboard units, hot-air registers or cold-air returns. Nothing to interfere with the placement of furniture.

For more information, contact:
Floor Systems Distributor, Inc.
900 Hamel Road
Hamel, MN 55340
(612) 478-6365

---

Catch the rising sun.

Sun & Sigma Design

Simply the best micro-based CAD solution for the AEC professional.

See us at the MSAIA Convention.

Only at:
GIS Systems
300 North First Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55401
(612)342-9200

-Your local ARRIS Power Dealer
coming soon

Opus Corporation
Project: The Atrium at 150 South Fifth
Minneapolis, MN

The atrium at 150 South Fifth is a well-appointed, intimately scaled two-story link that connects the recently completed office building to its sister tower, 100 South Fifth, and the Minneapolis skyway system. The atrium features an entry accent wall of Carnelian granite and Rojo Allecante marble. Small balconies wrapped around the space give skyway pedestrians a place to gather away from mainstream traffic. Two neon-ribbed skylights create a festive atmosphere. Among the atrium’s amenities are Park Cafe, a full-service skyway sidewalk restaurant and a TCF banking facility. The atrium will soon house five commissioned art works including sculptures by Minnesota artists Doug Freeman and Steven Woodward. (612) 936-4444.

Rosemary A. McMonigal Architects
Project: Walsh Residence
North Oaks, MN

The 1.3 acre site features expansive views across the open prairie to the South and West, and oak trees on the North and East. The shape of the house evolved from exposing as many interior spaces as possible to the South sun and fantastic views. A long, main level deck visually ties together the stepping facade while linking the living spaces to the outdoors. Large overhangs, decks and planters provide shade for late afternoon sun. (612) 789-9377.

TSP/ADG Architects, Engineers
Project: Bamber Valley Elementary School Addition, ISD 535
Rochester, MN

The district requested a flexible partitioning system throughout with conventional partitioning for learning disabled, computer labs, and special areas. The design provides maximum flexibility for the instructional program of today and latitude for new directions, including: 3 flexible learning pods, gymnasium, media center, support facilities, 57,000 SF new & 35,000 SF renovated. Bid at $3,670,000 (12% under the allocated budget) the project provides: durability and beauty of exterior brick, warmth of interior burnished block, low energy indirect lighting and custom designed interior graphics. Call Steve Sorensen (507) 288-8100.

Charles R. Stinson Architects
Builder: Mason Homes
Project: McHale Residence
Wayzata, MN

Terracing to the top of one of the highest points in Wayzata, this “pure white” residence opens graciously to the pool area and to its dramatic views. Upon entering, a sculptural staircase flows up the 2½ story atrium, allowing the home to slowly reveal itself, as well as the owners’ collection of fine art. A sophisticated “gourmet” food preparation area has been developed as a functional focal point to serve the lifestyle needs of extensive casual and formal entertaining. Horizontal and vertical spatial relations blend with light and forms to create a unique blend of drama, intimacy and surprise. Eden Prairie, MN and Stuart, FL (612) 944-5334.

Coming Soon announcements are placed by the firms listed. For rate information call AM at 612:338-6763
news briefs
Continued from page 5

inal building and will feature a stairway leading down to the Mississippi River. An arcade on the lower level will offer small retail spaces facing the river. Completion is expected by summer 1991.

Farther down the river at the University of Minnesota, the new Electrical Engineering and Computer Science building opened this September to become the heart of the university’s Institute of Technology. The 320,000-square-foot center includes research and instructional facilities, a state-of-the-art micro-electronic research laboratory, general classrooms, computer machine rooms and administrative and faculty offices.

The six-story building is made of reinforced concrete with one-third of the building mass below grade. The exterior of brick and limestone harmonizes with the traditional buildings lining the university mall, but the U-shaped courtyard, in contrast, boasts a high-tech look that reflects the university’s sights on the future.

Putting on a glassy face
The American Hardware Mutual Insurance Company building, located at the north end of Lake Calhoun in Minneapolis, will put on a new face this winter when Hoskins, Scott, Taylor & Partners of Boston redesign the building to accommodate expanded office space.

Improvements will include a new glass facade, a two-level parking ramp on the west end of the building and extensive landscaping throughout the grounds. A partial fifth-floor penthouse will be expanded to a full fifth story. The four lower floors will have seven-foot windows and the fifth floor will have floor-to-ceiling windows. Also planned are a

HISPANIC DESIGNE'

THE COUNTRY FLOORS COLLECTION

MINNEAPOLIS

• Ceramic tile & accessories produced by the finest artisans and the factories of France, Portugal, Italy, Spain, Finland, Holland, England, Mexico, Peru and the U.S.A.
• Imported stone for flooring and architectural applications
• Pre-sealed terra cotta floor tiles
• Visit our showroom and see ceramic tile that will inspire you.
• Courtesy to the trade.
Hours: 9 am–5 pm
Monday through Friday

International Market Square
275 Market Street • Suite 111
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55405
612 • 339-7471
The project is being developed by the Lexington Company of Chicago, with offices in the Twin Cities. Work should begin this January and be completed by July 1989.

Izozaki wins Brunner prize

Arato Isozaki is the recipient of the 1988 Arnold W. Brunner Memorial Prize in Architecture from the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters. The award is given annually to an architect in recognition of his contribution to architecture as an art.

Isozaki is best known in this country for his design of the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles. He has also been commissioned to design the Minnesota School and Resource Center for the Arts in St. Paul.

The jury consisted of architects and architectural critics who are members of the Institute of Arts and Letters.

Lincoln lights up award

Lincoln Centre in downtown Minneapolis was presented with a 1988 Special Citation National Lumen Award, which recognizes the building’s lighting design in the lobbies, corridors, elevators, entry areas and exterior. Presented by the New York Section Illuminating Engineering Society, the Lumen Awards acknowledge contributions to the art and science of lighting. The lighting was designed by Cline Bettridge Bernstein Lighting Design, Inc. of New York. Lincoln Centre was one of four winners. The building was designed by the New York architecture firm Kohn Pedersen Fox.

Health care center in Duluth

Horty, Elving & Associates has been commissioned to design a $16 million health care center in Duluth. The project is a joint venture between Miller-Dwan Medical Center, St. Mary’s Medical Center and the Duluth Clinic.

The center will provide office space for more physicians, add clinical space for Miller-Dwan and physically link the three medical centers with a skyway. The new facility also will offer patient/visitor lodging, update and expand Miller-Dwan radiation therapy services and improve the physical medicine department of St. Mary’s. Excavation work is underway.

CONTRACTOR • SUPPLIER

PERFORMANCE PROVEN

McDonald’s Restaurants
Storefronts.

Fargo High Rise
Complete window replacement.

State Office Building, St. Paul
Complete window replacement.

WINDOWS • GLASS • STOREFRONTS

MOORHEAD RUSCO
1324 1ST AVENUE NORTH • MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA 56560
Back to the Future

Entrance, 1409 Willow Street Office Building, Minneapolis. Interior and Exterior Renovation.
OWNER: KENCO PROPERTIES, INC.
ARCHITECTS: THE ANDERSEN GROUP
Roanoke Building Company Inc.

Fall lectures
U. of M. School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture
Minneapolis
November 4, 11

Architect Cesar Pelli and landscape architect Dan Kiley will present their work and thoughts as part of the annual fall architectural lecture series, sponsored by the University of Minnesota.

Dan Kiley has practiced landscape architecture for more than 40 years and has collaborated with architects on many well-known projects, including Dulles International Airport and Independence Mall in Philadelphia. Kiley will speak November 4 at 4:00.

Architect Cesar Pelli was educated in Argentina and the United States, served his apprenticeship in Eero Saarinen's office and has been Dean of the Yale School of Architecture since 1977.

His work has become an important part of Minneapolis' urban fabric with the recent completion of the Norwest Tower and the still-in-progress Sak's building. Mr. Pelli will speak Friday,
CUT HEATING COSTS WITH Magic-Pak® HIGH TECH GAS SELF-CONTAINED UNITS.

Shrink Installation Costs

Contractors, developers and designers applaud the way the Magic-Pak single package units save time and money starting with the wall opening itself. Each opening is exactly the same size and saves approximately 63 standard bricks (9.7 sq. ft.), plus masonry costs.

The Magic-Pak trim cabinet measures just 28" x 48" x 29". Utility hook-ups are simple, since power, gas and low-voltage connections are mounted on the top of the outside of the cabinet. Magic-Pak completely self-contained units arrive on site completely pre-charged and pre-wired for fast, easy installation, and there's no need for chimneys or flues. Consider this: central systems require early release of heating and cooling equipment to the job site. With Magic-Pak units delivery and installation can take place closer to actual occupancy, even after the carpets have been laid and the walls painted. The result? Real savings on construction financing costs.

Lower Operating Costs

A new cooling chassis with higher energy efficiency ratings combined with electric pilot ignition and power vented give users a high tech, energy saving unit for both heating and cooling modes. Lower fuel costs all year 'round.

- Astonishingly Self-Contained
- Easy to Install
- Incredibly Simple
- Easy to Operate
- Goes Through Walls Effortlessly
- Easy to Maintain
- Over 300,000 apartments, entrance foyers, process rooms, town homes, condominiums and offices use Magic-Pak units to help cut heating and cooling costs.

Designed and manufactured by Magic Chef Air Conditioning

DISTRIBUTED BY: EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY CORP.
1750 THOMAS AVE. 14030 21st AVE. N.
ST. PAUL, MN 55104 MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55447
(612)646-7254 (612)553-1722
Serving This Market Area Since 1939
FOGELBERG
COMPANY

"Representing Quality Building Panels For Over 25 Years"

METAL WALL PANELS • Walcon Corp.
ALUMINUM LOUVERS • Am. Abrasive Metals
SECURITY GLAZING • Sierracin Omni-Lite/Omni-Armor
SAFETY TREADS AND NOSINGS • Am. Abrasive Metals
STANDING SEAM ROOF • AEP • SPAN
SKYLIGHTS • Bohem

(612) 646-7306
475 NORTH CLEVELAND AVE. • ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55104
• "A Female Business Enterprise" •

Pyramid
KTCA, Channel 2
November 28, 7 pm

While this hour-long documentary doesn’t solve the mysteries of ancient Egypt, it does tell the story of the planning and construction of the greatest pyramid in history—the Great Pyramid of Giza.

Based on David Macaulay’s bestselling book Pyramid, the program combines location photography with animation. Locations for filming included

The Great Pyramid at Giza, illustration by David Macaulay

Public Art Possibilities
Art Center of Minnesota, Wayzata
November 28—December 16

This exhibition features fifteen proposals for public art projects in Minneapolis, including designs for sculptures, benches, sound installations, bridge railings, landscape environments, pavilions and streetscape treat-

November 11 at 4:00.

Both lectures will be held at the University of Minnesota new Electrical Engineering and Computer Science building at the corner of Washington Avenue and Union.

For more information, contact the School of Architecture at (612) 624-7866.
The fifteen proposals were funded through the Art in Public Places Program of the Minneapolis Arts Commission, established recently through an appropriation from the city's capital budget.

Featured projects include: A proposal by ANARCH, a group of six young architects, for a paddle wheel-driven music box on Nicollet Island; Karen Sontag Bacig's plan for a riverfront sculpture made of excavated boulders; artist Paul Benson and architect Steve Jensen's proposal for a park pavilion; and James Johnson's urban streetscape designs for the Lyndale-Lake intersection in Minneapolis.

For more information, contact Jack Becker, program coordinator for the Art In Public Places Program, (612) 348-5486.

The Interiors Conference for Historic Buildings
Franklin Plaza Hotel, Philadelphia
December 7–9

Preserving our complete architectural past means recognizing the artistic and historical merits of interiors as well as exteriors. This three-day conference is devoted exclusively to the rehabilitation and preservation of interiors in historic buildings.

The conference is intended for architects, engineers, interior designers, developers, historic site managers and conservators. Topics addressed range from fire protection and building codes to decorative finishes and selecting new electrical systems.

A special exposition featuring 70 exhibitors will be held in conjunction with the conference. For more information, contact Charles Fisher or Camille Martone at (202) 343-9578.

A Houseman's Holiday
James J. Hill House, St. Paul
December 14–31

The historic James J. Hill House comes alive for the holidays. Costumed actors will portray scenes from the turn of the century in this dramatized tour. Visitors will step back in time and encounter servants preparing for the holidays at the Hill House.
A New Answer Man

Yes, Bill Plourde, former U.S.G. Tech. Rep., joins Clint Fladland to give continued service to the Architectural profession.

LIGHT-GAUGE STEEL FRAMING—in curtain walls and load-bearing walls.

VENEER PLASTER—high strength, abrasion-resistant, good sound control, fire-safe systems.

EXTERIOR INSULATED WALL SYSTEMS—new construction and retrofit.

FIREPROOFING — sprayed-on wall and ceiling assemblies of plaster.

Sweden: A Royal Treasury 1550–1700
Minneapolis Institute of Arts
Through January 1, 1989

Bejeweled crowns, orbs and scepters, royal costumes heavy with silver and gold and a rare sixteenth-century suit of armor are among the royal treasures of Sweden on display at the Minneapolis Art Institute.

Sweden has been ruled by some of the most fascinating monarchs in Western history, including Gustavus Adolphus (1594–1632) who led the Protestant forces to victory in the Thirty Years' War. His temperamental daughter Christina rejected Protestantism, converted to Catholicism and after a short reign, abdicated her throne.

This exhibition brings together the regal artifacts of Sweden's grand monarchies. For ticket information, call (612) 870-3242.
• A-LOOK & A-LOOK EX - mirrored panels
• GLASBORD, FIRE-X & KEMPFLY - FRP panels
• GORDON EXTRUDED ALUMINUM - architectural shapes
• RULON - suspended wood ceilings
• ARMSTRONG - ceiling & wall panel systems

Bob Smith Dana Christophersen 612/339-1122

ThoroWall®

Exterior Insulation & Finish Systems

Thoro System Products brings to the exterior insulation industry over 75 years experience in manufacturing products that waterproof, restore and decorate concrete and masonry.

ThoroWall® Exterior Insulation & Finish Systems are now available. Both ThoroWall systems provide an exterior insulation and finish system for retrofitting or new construction of concrete, masonry, stud construction, etc.

ThoroWall Systems offer:
• Excellent durability
• Variety of textures
• 16 standard colors
• Energy efficiency
• Full material & labor warranty

For more information, contact:
David Miller, Area Representative,
2910 Alvarado Lane, Plymouth, MN 55447
(612) 476-0111.

THORO SYSTEM PRODUCTS

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE for the DESIGN PROFESSIONAL

• Broad Coverage
• Competitive Rates
• Loss Prevention
• Service by Specialists
• And More.

By:
H. ROBERT ANDERSON and ASSOCIATES, INC.
A leader among Minnesota Insurance Agencies serving the A/E
6110 BLUE CIRCLE DR.
SUITE 200 MINNETONKA, MN 55343
612-938-8688
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The Decorative Potential of Drywall

These handsome hotel lobby circular ceiling coves give witness to the versatility, beauty and just plain good looks of drywall, used in an attractive decorative application.

But there's more to this story. Because it was relatively inexpensive, drywall also proved to be cost-effective compared to other finishing materials.

PROJECT: Embassy Suites, Minneapolis
ARCHITECT: Bentz, Thompson and Rietow, Minneapolis
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Bor-Son Construction, Inc., Minneapolis

WANTED:

A/E FIRMS ONLY!

Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc. (A&C) is now among the largest 100 brokers nationally, yet we still provide insurance products only to architects and engineers.

A&C was created to serve only design professionals' insurance needs and to provide an employee benefit coverage, cost, and "service" package for the small firm that normally couldn't even be purchased by the large firms that employ thousands. However, the average size A&C client is still four people, and 40% of the firms we insure are sole proprietors.

In essence, by thinking that the little guy is big, we got big ourselves.

If your present life and health insurance broker doesn't think that you're large enough to be treated just like his biggest clients, we would like to prove to you that you are large enough for us.

Association Administrators & Consultants, Inc.
MSAIA Insurance Service Organization
19000 Mac Arthur Boulevard, Suite 500
Irvine, California 92715
1-800-854-0491 Toll Free
The firms listed on the following pages include members of the Minnesota Chapter, American Society of Interior Designers (ASID) and the Minnesota Chapter of the Institute of Business Designers (IBD).

The firms offer a broad range of interior design and space planning services to clients of every type.

I invite you to contact any of these firms to assist in implementing your interior design projects.

Ron Noel, ASID
President, Minnesota Chapter ASID

Louise Naomi Stein, IBD
President, Minnesota Chapter IBD

ALBITZ DESIGN, INC.
1800 Girard Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55403
612/377-2165
Established 1950

Paul D. Albitz ASID
James Moeller
Robert Kloster
David Albitz

Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 5
Other Technical 2
Administrative 2
Total 9

Single Family/Residential 5
Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Homes 10
Office Spaces/Banks 10
Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 10
Educational/Academic 10
Restoration/Preservation 5
US West, MN and ND; Ellerbe
Becket Corporate Office, St.
Paul; Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood,
Mpls.; Young Quinlan,
Mpls.

Thomas Eickhoff/DESIGN
1128 Harmon Place, Ste. 207
Minneapolis, MN 55403
612/338-6890
Established 1979

Thomas Eickhoff Allied ASID
Patricia Finlayson Allied ASID

Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 5
Architects 1
Administrative 1
Total 7

Single Family/Residential 40
Office Spaces & Banks 40
Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 20

American Hardware Insurance
Group-Corporate Headquarters,
Minnetonka, MN; Sunsets on
Wayzata Bay-Restaurant, MN;
Pflager Residence, Mpls.; Finge-

Ellerbe Becket, Inc.
Corporate Interiors
2910 Multifoods Tower
Minneapolis, MN 55402
612/853-2100
Established 1999

Nora Akerberg
John Crosby
Ted Davis
Suzanne Kochever ASID, IBD
Ken LeDoux ASID, IBD, AIA
Jean Pontier

Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 14
Architects 7
Other Technical 3
Administrative 3
Total 27

Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Homes 5
Office Spaces/Banks 70
Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 10
Educational/Academic 10
Restoration/Preservation 5
US West, MN and ND; Ellerbe
Becket Corporate Office, St.
Paul; Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood,
Mpls.; Young Quinlan,
Mpls.

HGA INTERIORS
1201 Harmon Place
Minneapolis, MN 55403
612/332-3944
Established 1982

Nancy Cameron IBD
Louise Fontaine ASID
Nancy Stark

Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 6
Architects 2
Other Technical 1
Administrative 1
Total 10

Single Family/Residential 25
Office Spaces and Banks 25
Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 15
Medical/Health Care Spaces 5
Educational/Academic Spaces 15

Baker Center Management Co.,
Mpls.; Electrical Engineering
Facility-Univ of MN, Mpls.;
Briggs and Morgan, P. A.,
Mpls. and St. Paul; Mayo Edu-
cational Bldg. Rochester, MN.

DAN FOX ASSOCIATES, INC.
400 Groveland Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55403
612/871-3538
Established 1988

Dan R. Fox ASID

Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 8
Architects 1
Other Technical 1
Total 11

Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Homes 15
Medical/Health Care Spaces 85

Mayo North, Rochester, MN;
St. Luke’s Methodist Hospital,
Cedar Rapids, IA; Minor and
James Medical, Seattle, WA;
Midland Hospital Center, Mid-
land, MI.

GENERAL OFFICE PRODUCTS COMPANY
4521 Highway Seven
Minneapolis, MN 55416
612/925-7300

Jack Boss
Tom Glorvick
Vaike Radamus Affil. ASID

Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 9
Administrative 11/2
Total 10 1/2

Single Family/Residential 5
Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Homes 5
Office Spaces & Banks 70
Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 10
Medical/Health Care Spaces 5
Educational/Academic Spaces 5

J&M, Austin, TX & St. Paul;
Betley Lindsay Co., Mpls.;
Knutson Mortgage Co.; DePaul
Rehabilitation Hospital, Milwau-
kee, WI.

SUSAN HOFFMAN INTERIOR DESIGN, INC.
DBA DESIGNS!
361 2nd Street
Excelsior, MN 55331
612/474-5770
Established 1979

Susan Hoffman ASID
Verna Von Goltz Allied ASID

Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 2
Other Technical 1/2
Administrative 2
Total 4 1/2

Single Family/Residential 75
Office Spaces and Banks 10
Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 5
Medical/Health Care Spaces 5
Churches/Worship Places
Industrial/Manufacturing 5

Korbel Mansion, San Rafael,
CA; Varitronic Systems-Corpo-
rate Office and Manufacturing
Facility.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Work %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASSOCIATES, INC.</td>
<td>6442 City West Parkway, Eden Prairie, MN 55344</td>
<td>Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Homes Office Spaces &amp; Banks Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 20 Norwest Center, Mpls.; Carlson Companies Headquarters, Minnetonka, MN; Patti's Restaurant, Golden Valley, MN; Vista Marquette Hotel, Mpls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORINE DESIGN ASSOCIATES, INC.</td>
<td>300 First Avenue North, Suite 115 Minneapolis, MN 55401 612/342-9302</td>
<td>Medical/Health Care Spaces Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Single Family/Residential Office Spaces &amp; Banks Retail/Commercial/Restaurants Medical/Health Care Spaces Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORINE INTERIOR DESIGN</td>
<td>245 Aldrich Avenue North Suite 333 Minneapolis, MN 55405 612/377-8411</td>
<td>Total 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. QUINN DESIGNS, INC.</td>
<td>10280 County Road 18 Eden Prairie, MN 55347 612/941-3023</td>
<td>Total 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEA ARCHITECTS, INC.</td>
<td>100 North Sixth Street, Ste. 300A Minneapolis, MN 55403 612/339-2257</td>
<td>Total 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITNEY BAYER INTERIORS, INC.</td>
<td>837 Glenwood Avenue North Minneapolis, MN 55405 612/377-3305</td>
<td>Total 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Firm Personnel by Discipline**

- Interior Designers 1
- Administrative 1
- Total 2

**Work %**

- Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. 5
- Homes 15
- Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 25
- Medical/Health Care Spaces 35
- Churches/Worship Spaces 12
- Total 2

**Firm Personnel by Discipline**

- Interior Designers 8
- Architects 5
- Other Technical 3
- Total 16

**Work %**

- Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Homes 15
- Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 25
- Medical/Health Care Spaces 35
- Industrial/Manufacturing 5
- Total 16

**Firm Personnel by Discipline**

- Interior Designers 3
- Administrative 3
- Total 6

**Work %**

- Single Family/Residential 50
- Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Homes 30
- Office Spaces & Banks 5
- Total 2

**Firm Personnel by Discipline**

- Interior Designers 1
- Administrative 1
- Total 2

**Work %**

- Single Family/Residential 60
- Office Spaces and Banks 40
- Security State Bank, Marine on the St. Croix, MN; Comstock Office, Dorsey Whitney, Mpls.; MN Society of CPA Headquarters; Private residences. |
CORPORATE INTERIORS, INC.
4273 Polaris Lane North
Minneapolis, MN 55446
612/551-0818
Established 1982
Teresa Hirsch  IBD, ASID
Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 2
Administrative 1/2
Total 2 1/2
Work %
Office Spaces and Banks 100

ELLERBE BECKET, INC.
Corporate Interiors
2930 Multifoods Tower
Minneapolis, MN 55402
612/853-2100
Established 1909
Nora Akerberg
John Crosby  Assoc. ASID
Ted Davis
Suzanne Kocher ASID, IBD
Ken LeDoux ASID, IBD, AIA
Jean Pontzer
Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 14
Architects 7
Other Technical 3
Administrative 3
Total 27
Work %
Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Homes 5
Office Spaces and Banks 70
Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 10
Educational/Academic Spaces 10
Restoration/Preservation 5
US West, MN and ND; Ellerbe Becket Corporate Office, St. Paul; Piper, Jaffary & Hopwood, Mpls.; Young Quinlan, Mpls.

ELLERBE BECKET, INC.
Medical Interiors
One Appletree Square
Minneapolis, MN 55425
612/853-2000
Established 1909
Barbara Huelt ASID
Tama Duffy Barutt ASID
Faye LeDouX
Susan Farr  Affil. IBD
Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 8
Architects 1
Other Technical 1
Administrative 1
Total 11
Work %
Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Homes 5
Medical/Health Care Spaces 5
Mayo North, Rochester, MN; St. Luke's Methodist Hospital, Cedar Rapids, IA; Minor and James Medical, Seattle, WA; Midland Hospital Center, Midland, MI.

FACILITY SYSTEMS/OFFICE PAVILION
6423 City West Parkway
Minneapolis, MN 55344
612/829-4300
Established 1980
Chuck Buth
Duane Frederiksen
Melissa Nelson
Louise Naomi Stein  IBD
Cindy Bach
Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 10
Other Technical 2
Total 12
Work %
Office Spaces and Banks 75
Medical/Health Care Spaces 15
Educational/Academic Spaces 5
Industrial/Manufacturing 5
Datavest, Eden Prairie, MN;
FSI/Office Pavilion, Eden Prairie, MN; St. John's Medical Center, Maplewood, MN.

FACILITY SYSTEMS/OFFICE PAVILION
6421 Highway Seven
Minneapolis, MN 55416
612/925-7500
Established 1963
Jack Boss
Tom Glorvick
Linda Orton  IBD
Firm Personnel by Discipline
Interior Designers 9
Administrative 1 1/2
Total 10 1/2
Work %
Single Family/Residential Multi-Family/Hotels/Nurs. Homes 5
Office Spaces and Banks 70
Retail/Commercial/Restaurants 10
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celian enamel plaques, out came the finished pieces from hay-padded crates. "There was a delicate frame around the entrance door, and some well-designed terminals at each end of the sign which was the principal area of the facade."

What happened?
Both buildings died at the wheels of the machine which they had been created to serve. For Henry Goosman's "Motor Inn," cars became too commonplace. Where once it had been thought provident to bring an automobile inside for the delicate task of refueling, by 1925 a new outside "filling station" cruelly cut into the once-proud automatic doorway.

Electric cars, of course, vanished. The building, however, still fell prey to marauding automobiles. In the 1920s, Harmon Place was widened to accommodate increasing traffic and, Purcell lamented, "This architectural landmark and its beautiful terra-cotta was pickaxed into wheelbarrows and hauled to the dump. A cheap brick front now faces the public."

Still, perhaps there is a happy ending.
What remains of the Electric Carriage and Battery Company building is home to the engineering firm of Fowler Hanley. Purcell would have enjoyed that, just as he liked the playful humor in the name given to Goosman's garage—The Motor Inn. He always believed that architecture without fun was merely engineering. Looking at the way things turned out, he might say a garage by any other name would still smell like gasoline.
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as an air force chaplain during the war.

After the war, Runyan's parents returned to the Far East as missionaries and he stayed in Kansas, went to the local junior college and then enrolled in the architecture program at the University of Kansas-Lawrence. In college, he was excited by the work of Mies van der Rohe and Frank Lloyd Wright and today admires the Modernism of I. M. Pei. Summer jobs in Minneapolis encouraged a move to the Twin Cities after graduating in 1958, where he found positions at several small firms before landing a job at the Cerny Associates in 1966.

This past year Runyan has served as the president of the Minnesota Society of Architects. "The president is the spokesman for the state's architects and as such he must be both a team player and share the general goals of the board," says Peter Rand, co-executive vice president of the Minnesota Society of Architects. "David has been a strong leader because he understands group dynamics."

As president, Runyan sees the need to increase the public's perception and understanding of the role of architects. He also hopes to see stronger ties develop between the profession itself and the University of Minnesota School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. "I would like to see the school make a stronger effort to ascertain what firms look for in recent graduates. Part of the school's goal should be aimed at making students proper employees when they graduate."

For his own firm, Runyan would like to continue steady growth without getting too big. "We feel there is a certain size where you can achieve quality and still maintain control," says Runyan. Steady growth for Runyan means increasing the variety of buildings they design and continuing to be more selective in the kind of commissions they accept.

"We want commissions that will challenge the staff and allow them to grow together as designers and architects," says Runyan. "After all, we like to think of ourselves as a small, happy family here. The office is really a family affair."
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Bladholm: Your total structural-contractor.

For this 153-unit senior residential project, Kraus-Anderson needed a quality structural system that could meet their constraints of price, design and anticipated winter construction. That's why Bladholm precast, prestressed concrete was used throughout. Bladholm manufactured and installed the complete structural system, including custom bay window slabs and load-bearing wall panels.

For senior residential projects, precast, prestressed concrete is the ideal building material. It maintains interior temperature stability to reduce heating and cooling expenses. Noise and air infiltration are minimal. What's more, buildings by Bladholm receive the highest possible fire rating, for lower insurance costs.

Just as important, Bladholm's fast-track construction can cut total construction time to reduce financing costs.

So whether your next project is senior housing, a manufacturing plant, parking ramp or office building... Whether you need hollow-core plank, wall panels, double tees, columns or beams... Talk to Bladholm, your total structural-contractor. We have a total solution for you.
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Project: Victory Envelope, Inc
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Client: Frank Bostdor Jr. & Jerome Carlson
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Righting the record on Nicollet Mall

We were pleased to see in the July/August Architecture Minnesota a series of articles on the Nicollet Mall. Particularly interesting was the round table discussion on the redesign of the mall.

In your gathering of eight architects, landscape architects, and lay people there seems to be a commonly held misconception about the original design of the Nicollet Mall. For many years, Lawrence Halprin has received credit for the design of the mall. We are not sure how this has happened but only that this notion has persisted over the years.

In fact, Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. prepared the original plan for the Nicollet Mall in December of 1961. Mr. Halprin's involvement was directed to certain surface amenities, as a subcontractor to Barton-Aschman. For further information, see Planner's Notebook September 1971.

We enjoy your magazine and your efforts to bridge the gap between landscape architecture and architecture are commendable. Keep up the good work!

Paul W. Miller
Associate
Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.

Editor's note: We sincerely apologize for furthering a widely held misconception about the design of Nicollet Mall and thank Mr. Miller both for his kind words and for drawing this error to our attention.

Praising the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden

Thank you for the elegant coverage of the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden (AM, September/October 1988). We were all delighted with the photographs by George Heinrich and the commentary by Linda Mack.

The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board has been proud to be associated with the Walker Art Center and all the other public and private agencies involved in creating this newest city park. The reaction of the community and the press has confirmed our commitment to this project.

Ruth Humleker
Public Relations Consultant
Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board

Coverage of handicapped accessibility

It was good to see MSAIA's seminar on handicapped accessibility and barrier-free design September 13. I would like to thank Bill Beyer (contributing editor) and the staff of Architecture Minnesota magazine for the coverage that is devoted to barrier-free design.

Involvement and education by architects, builders, code officials, accessibility specialists and disabled persons are crucial. We appreciate MSAIA's continued support.

Susan Lasoff
Accessibility Consultant
Department of Inspections
Minneapolis

---

Nicollet Mall, c. 1970

---

Selected by Reebok as Consultants and Designers for their New International World Headquarters Boston, Mass.
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Thank you, advertisers!

We appreciate your support of our award-winning magazine.

Minnesota Society American Institute of Architects

AM REPRINTS
Better than a brochure!

Reprints of ads and articles from AM promote your firm and projects... for less than one dollar a page.

For more information call Kira Obolensky 612/338-6763.
The entry lobby of the Ryan Hotel in St. Paul was one of the first truly grand architectural spaces in the state. Nicknamed "the rotunda," the lobby offered to weary travelers a 75-foot Gothic hall wrapped in oak and marble and flooded with natural light. Above the clerestories which lined the sides were art-glass panels, which gave way to a 30-foot ceiling coffered in oak and personally frescoed by the master designer of the hotel interior. Oak covered with intricate carving lined the walls.

The hotel that rose around and above the rotunda was equally Gothic in inspiration, effect and cost. Built in 1884–1885 to the plans of Chicago crypto-medievalist James J. Egan, the building was a high risk venture even for that 36-year-old prodigy of local capitalists, Dennis Ryan. The hotel was the fourth first-class accommodation in the city, and like the others, catered to the prominent easterners and southerners who flocked to Minnesota for the supposed benefits of "its famed ozone during the summer months." But Ryan meant for his project to soar above its competition by offering first-class reception, banquet and convention space year-round. The Ryan was to be "to St. Paul what the Palmer is to Chicago and the Fifth Avenue is to New York."

Initial optimism ran so high that an ambitious addition matched to the seven-story hotel was appended in the late 1880s. But the euphoria of its investors was short-lived, for St. Paul failed to bring in a steady stream of tourists and convention traffic. Even during the Ryan's first eight years, the management changed four times.

Loss of the hotel, like that of most grand 19th Century structures in this country, was incremental. Some time after the turn of the century, all of the oak woodwork was painted out and the art glass windows blocked off to "classsicize" the space. Changing tastes also dictated the replacement of a fresco at one end with an enormous draped curtain; and natural light was closed out by an insertion of panels into the clerestory lights. After years of neglect, the hotel was razed in 1962. Its site on the block bounded by Sixth, Robert, Seventh and Jackson Street is now filled by the Minnesota Mutual Insurance Company building.

Paul Clifford Larson
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